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As featured on the Today show, C-Span, and NPRs Talk of the Nation, among others, this searing indictment
of America's secondary schools offers a full-scale investigation of the new educational fad, sometimes called
"Outcome Based Education"--the latest in a long series of "reforms" which has eroded our schools--which

supplants grades and genuine achievements with "self-esteem".

Dumbing Down Our Kids. Martin Griffin Year 1996. The twenty years since Charles Sykes wrote Dumbing
Down Our Kids have shown how wise insightful and accurate Mr. OTHER BOOKS.
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our schools. DUMBING DOWN OUR KIDS. Because wed like to bring you along on our journey were
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Kids. Charles Sykes author of DUMBING DOWN OUR KIDS speaks at high school and college graduations
sharing a list of things the graduates did not learn in school.In his book he talks about how the ongoing feel
good politically correct atmosphere has created a generation of kids with no concept of reality and set them
up for failure in the real world. Discover and save your own Pins on Pinterest. brainwashing. Sykes best
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